of complex numbers, there is a holomorphic function I on fl which at every is € D has E-O c,(z -is)" as asymptotic expansion at is.
Generalities a) About the vector spaces.
All the vector spaces we consider are over the field ç of the complex numbers. If A is a subset of a vector space, span A denotes its linear hull. If I is a set, w(I) denotes as usual the vector space IV , endowed with the product topology. A subset {v : i € I) of the algebraic dual of a vector space E has the interpolation property if, for every family {c : I € I) of IV, there is x E E such that (x, v i ) = ci for every i € I.
For future reference, let us mention the following result .of M. Eidelheit, a general-.
ization of which to the case when E is a B-complete space can be found as Theorem 1 of [4) . (1; D) is the set of the elements of fl(Q) which have an asymptotic expansion at every point of D. Of course, it is a vector subspace of N(Q). We endow it canonically with the topology induced by 7l). Let us insist on this fact: from now on, A(l; D) is a topological vector subspace of R (1) .
Theorem 1.1 (Interpolation)
f) The notation T refers to the linear map
A(n; D) -' w(D x 1W),
I (11111(u)) g) For every u € D and n € Wo, the notation ,,,, refers to the linear functional
A(11; D) -, I'-' fin (u).
Remark. The previous result is also a consequence of the following considerations which will prove to be very fruitful (we refer the reader to [3] for the definition and the properties of the quasi-LB spaces and representations). To conclude, it is then enough to check that U P EWr.T BD, P is equal to A(cl; D). This is a direct matter: every f E A(1l; D) has an asymptotic expansion at every. element of D so it is a bounded function on UUED{Z E f: Iz -ul < l/r) for some r € N. Moreover, for every n € N0 , there is s,, € iN such that I € SnVD,r,n. Therefore I belongs to BD,o with r1 = r and r+j = 3 n for every n E N U Now, as in [3] , for every p = (rn)fl E W € W W , we may introduce successively: a) For every n E N, the set BD,ri
• Proposition
In fact, it is a direct matter to check that in our case
BD,ra = Ar,(fI;D)
and, for every n= 2,3,..., The next result comes from [5] . We repeat it here, with proof, for the sake of completeness since the reference [5] is not readily accessible. 
To conclude, it is then sufficient to prove that We need some preparation. Let us denote by P(z) the polynomial
It can also be written as
with CO 0. Then we choose a closed disk B inç, centered at the origin and containing
Finally we set C, supP(.) and this leads to the following contradiction: 
IPJ(uj) I

11[N_t](u.)1
9=N-pJ+1 -
Icl
P1'l(uj)J IfIT_11(uj)
nN
If D is infinite
Let us recall that every subset D of O1 which is regularly asymptotic for is countable. 1; D), PD, ,,) . . So
Notations: Let
is a fundamental sequence of neighbourhoods of the origin in (A,(1; D) , PD,P where P(j) is the sequence (r,)kEffv . Of course, BD, is an absolutely convex and compact subset of A (1l;D) ; moreover it is a bounded subset of the space (A'(Q;D) ,PD,') where p' is the sequence (r2fl_1)nEv.
Let us remark that these notations depend heavily on the enumeration of the points of D but any enumeration will do. However some results similar to those obtained in the case when D is finite, can be established.
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Definition: if p = (rfl)flEj', r € 1W1 , the subset D = {u, : j E IV) of OQ is p-regularly asymptotic for S1 if the restriction of the map T to Ap (fZ; D) is surjective. As { U m+i} is a regularly asymptotic set for il, Um+j is not an isolated point in Oil; therefore there is Vm E Oil such that Then we choose rm+I in 1W such that rm+1 ^! t,,,+, . and 1/rm+1 <I Vm -Um+1I.
As u E D,n E No) is a subset of the dual space (A(il;D),PD,)', the elements of which are linearly independent, by Theorem 1.1, all we need to prove is that, for every 3 E 1W, the vector space span{Ilu,n : U E D,n E 1W} fl span V4 has finite dimension. Let us fix s E 1W and, to simplify the notations, let us set q = PD,p,.
and U = VD,p,8 . For every j E 1W, we know already that span{ u1,n : n E iWo} fl span U° has finite dimension so there is an integer N(j) € 1W such that (,. . .
,aN E : a 0; E ak tluj ,n E span U *
N < N(j).
To conclude, it is then sufficient to prove that, if and finally set (2(z -vn) for all zEQ. 
It is clear that g belongs to A(I; D). Moreover from
Generalizations of Carleman's results
We begin with the following The following result gives an easy way to verify that OR is quasi-connected at some point. Given 0 < e <6 < 1, as C contains 'more than one point, there is r 1 € ( 0,6/2) such that C1 = C. fl {z € ç: I: -u :5 r i ) C,. Let C be the connected component of C1 containing u. Of course, C is a closed, connected subset and b = {z Eç: Iz -uI < ri} is a bounded, open subset of iV such that C b fl C 0. Therefore there is zi E C such that Izi -uI = r 1 . Now we chose r2 ,r3 > 0 such that r < er1 and r 1 < r3, and set G = {z € : r2 < Iz -uI < r3 ). So we have u V C and z 1 E C, hence C 36 C fl C 54 0 and the connected component P of C fl G containing z 1 contains a point Z2 of the boundary of G. As IZ2 -U r3, we must have 1z2 -U = r2 . Therefore P is a connected subset of Oil such that 6 i (u,P) = Iz2 -U = r2 and 62 (u,P) = Izi -u = hence 52 (u,P) = r1 <6 and 0 <61 (u,P) = r2 <er 1 = 62 (u,P) I Combining the previous two results, we get the following statement which constitutes the practical form of our result. Let us mention that it generalizes Proposition 10 of (4] 
